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Optical techniques are widely used to make 
  precise and sensitive estimations 

of various parameters,  
and in particular to position events in space and time 



Measurements are carried out  
by estimating phase shifts  

or time delays 



Imaging Intracellular Fluorescent 
Proteins at Nanometer Resolution 
E. Betzig et al Science 313 1642 (2006) 
 

It is also possible to evaluate 
transverse positions x0, y0 
 of fluorescent nano-objects 
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How to achieve  
the most sensitive determination of p  

for a given mean photon number N ? 



bound optimized over: 
 
-   all possible observables acting on light 
-   all possible data processing protocols 
 

answer given by Quantum Cramer Rao Bound 

E(p) 

optimized 
detection and data  

processing 

Helstrom (1976), Caves, Braunstein (1994) 



What remains to be chosen  : 

                 the quantum state of light 
 
 
used to carry the information in the experiment 

Ψ p( )

E(p) 

optimized 
detection and data  

processing 
ψ(p) ?



  possible choices ? 

-  non-classical state of light 
                squeezed, entangled, Fock, NOON ...  

-  number of modes 
 use of possible entanglement between modes         
 possible addition of the quantum effects of each mode 

 practical constraint :  
 state with large mean photon number N 
 because quantum limits scale as 1/Nx   

- spatio-temporal shape of each mode 

novel aspect of the present approach 



- Spatial modes : Hermite-Gauss 

- Temporal modes : Hermite- Gauss also 

TEM00 TEM01 TEM10 TEM02 TEM11 TEM20 

HG0 HG1 HG2 

modes of the electromagnetic field 

- Any normalized solution of Maxwell equations 



our choice : the multimode Gaussian pure state 

 includes a wide class of non-classical states 
- single and multimode squeezed states 
- multipartite quadrature entangled states 

excludes  states which are « more quantum », 
like the NOON, or Fock states 
- not available for very large <N> value  
- hyper-sensitive to decoherence 
- require complex photodetection schemes 

- if it includes a coherent state in one mode: 
               <N>=1015 easy to reach 

- readily available (12 dB squeezing) 

Einstein Podolsky Rosen paper state 



udet (x, y, t) = pc
∂uav
∂p p=p0

normalizing factor 

uav (x, y, t, p) =
1
N

ψ p, t( ) Ê (+) (x, y) ψ(p, t)

Introduction of important modes 

average mode :  
spatio-temporal dependence of the average field value 

detection mode :  
sensitivity of illumination mode to the  parameter variation 

uav (x, y,t, p0 +δ p) = uav (x, y,t, p0 )+δ p
∂uav
∂p

p0



Quantum Cramer Rao bound for Gaussian pure states 

ΔpQCRb =
pc
2 N

Δdet

p-sensitivity 

« shot noise »  noise term 

Noise in the detection mode 
normalized to shot noise  

expression in the high N limit:  

value independent  
of the fluctuations of all modes orthogonal to  

udet 

udet 



Quantum Cramér Rao bound 
using minimal non-classical Gaussian resources 
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Coherent state 

The lowest Quantum Cramér Rao bound is obtained: 

estimated 
p value 

unitary transform: 
mode mixing 

+ 
mode shaping 

-when the most squeezed beam available  
   is put in the detection mode 
-when there are no correlations 
  between the detection mode and the other modes 
 



- Entanglement does not help 
           it actually reduces squeezing in the right mode 

- Multisqueezing does not help 
             squeezing is not « additive » 

Conclusions for the experimentalist 

- Squeeze one mode but the right one 
             maximum possible single mode squeezing 
             in the detection mode 



 
 
 

How to make an estimation  
at the QCR bound ? 

udet

i2 

i1 
+ 

- 
E(p)=i1-i2 optical system 

p 

no other measurement starting from           
 (given mean field)   can do better 

uav

use homodyne detection  
with detection mode as a local oscillator 



 
 
 

How to make an optimized estimation  
 beyond shot noise ? 

uav

udet

i2 

i1 
+ 

- 
E(p)=i1-i2 

uav
udet

optical system 

p 
squeezed 

udet

coherent 

use a light beam made of: 
- coherent state in average mode 
- squeezed vacuum state in detection mode 



Optimized estimation of longitudinal position 

Ê1
out

phase shift 
Φ(h) 

Ê2
out
i2(t) 

i1(t) 
50% beamplitters 

Light source 

estimator 

+ 

- 
S=i1(t)-i2(t) 

C. Caves Phys. Rev D 23, 1693 (1981) 

average mode 

detection mode 

coherent state 

scheme used in the next step 
of gravitational wave antennas, 
implemented on GEOS600 squeezed vacuum 



Optimized estimation of transverse position 

E(p) 

⊗

⊗

TEM00  

Squeezed 

 TEM00 beam :  

uav
 TEM01  
udet

Coherent 

detection mode  



Cramer Rao 
bound 

for 
coherent states Reduced limit with squeezed  

TEM10 mode  

E(p) 

⊗

⊗

TEM00  

Experiment 
(collaboration ANU Canberra LKB Paris) 

TEM01 comprimé  

ΔE(p) 

M. Lassen et al. Phys. Rev Letters 98, 083602 (2007)  

measured displacement 
0.1 nm 



Mode-locked  
Laser 

Mode-locked  
Laser 

B. Lamine, C. Fabre, N. Treps, 
Phys. Rev. Letters 101 123601 (2008)  

clock synchronization  

Optimized estimation of time delays 



Envelope displacement : 
time of flight 

Carrier displacement : 
phase 

ωΔdetection mode :   

average mode : HG0 

HG0 HG1 



Δt( )S−CRb =
1
N

1

2 ω0
2 +Δω 2

Σdet

N : total number of photons 

ω0 : mean frequency 

Δω : frequency spread 

Quantum Cramer Rao bound 

shift of pulse enveloppe maximum 

shift of oscillation at optical frequency 

 Σdet: noise in detection mode 

10mw, 10fs, 100MHz, 1s integration time : 
for coherent field :  



Optimal measurement  reaching the Cramer Rao bound 

Local Oscillator in detection mode 

to squeeze the detection mode : 
 
use quantum frequency comb generated by a  
synchronously pumped OPO 
 
(Renné Medeiros presentation :  Wednesday 16:45, Sydney) 



Transverse position 

π
2

conjugate variable : angular tilt of the beam 

E(p) 

⊗

detection mode  

What about the conjugate variables ? 

detection mode dephased by 90°  



Time delay  

conjugate variable : mean frequency 

Possibility of generating EPR entangled beams 
- in position/tilt variables  (K. Wagner et al Science 321, 541 (2008)) 
-in time/frequency variables 



Conclusion 

To maximize sensitivity in estimating a parameter 
 with intense Gaussian states: 

- use a measurement at the QCR limit 

- generate a single squeezed vacuum  

Entanglement, 
 multimode squeezing, 

non-classical detection schemes 
cannot do better for Gaussian states 

   and put it in the detection mode 

- use an optical set-up with minimum pc 

- use maximum power possible 


